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Statistics South Africa released 
the second quarter national 
accounts data. the data gave us 
a factual update on the state of 
the economy, i.e. the spending 
patterns, investment flows and our 
net trade with the rest of the world.

the newspapers were full of 
scary headlines, such as: “SA in 
a technical recession”, “Fragile 
economy…”, and “economists are 
divided on state of SA’s economy.” 

Unfortunately, statistics can often lead to confusion. For 
example, two consecutive quarters of negative GDP 
growth is by definition a recession – there is nothing 
technical about it. However, we have been saying for 
some time that the loss of momentum in economic 
growth in SA is by itself a recessionary force. In a 
previous newsletter, we highlighted that GDP growth 
averaged 4.1% for the first decade of this century. That 
growth rate has decelerated to 1.4% over the past ten 
years. For the first two quarters of this year, growth was 
-2.6% and -0.7% respectively. 

It almost appears that since the end of last year the 
country broke for a recess or a siesta, but has never 
returned. What has contributed to the current state of 
affairs?

• We cannot ignore the impact of the recent droughts 
– firstly in the summer rainfall areas, and then in the 
cape. the agricultural sector contracted by -29.2% 
in Q2 (after a -24.2% contraction in Q1). Although 
the sector only contributes around 4% to the broader 
economy, the multiplier effect is enormous in terms 
of wages earned and spent, inputs such as fertilizers, 
machinery and packaging, and exports.

• Secondly, we are increasingly concerned that SA 
has also stopped manufacturing anything. the 
manufacturing sector is firmly in decline, which 
in itself has knock-on implications for the wider 
economy. 

• this is highlighted by the fact that the only sectors 
showing any consistent growth are finance, real 
estate and personal services. these are all service 
sectors. 

• Mining made a positive contribution to growth last 
quarter, but the monthly mining production numbers 

suggest that this growth will be very short-lived. 
once again, we have failed to capitalize on stronger 
global growth and demand for commodities, due to 
the lack of clarity with regard to the Mining charter. 

the prior analysis analyzed GDP by economic 
sector. If we analyze GDP by expenditure category, it 
reinforces the gloomy outlook. the chart below shows 
the breakdown. Household consumption expenditure – 
traditionally a strong component of our economy - has 
turned negative. We all know the reasons. the traditional 
resilience of this sector is supported by the fact that over 
the last 20 quarters of GDP data, personal consumption 
expenditure has only shown negative growth on three 
occasions - Q2’15 of -0.3%, Q1’16 of -2.0% and the 
latest reading of -1.3%. 

Government consumption expenditure was positive, but 
marginal at that. Worryingly, fixed investment remains 
negative, which implies that we are not adding to our 
productive capacity in the economy. In contrast to what 
we expected at the start of the year, inventories were a 
net drag on growth. In other words, there was a general 
drawdown of inventories, off an already depleted base. 
one of the factors that we believed would be a catalyst 
for growth this year was restocking – the building up 
of inventories. this has not materialized due to weak 
consumer spending and a lack of both business and 
consumer confidence. Finally, the only respite came 
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Whilst growth in Q2 was stronger than Q1, there is little to 
get excited about when analyzing the SA economy.
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from trade as we produced a net trade surplus for the 
quarter. 

On balance, five of the ten measured sectors showed 
positive growth last quarter, versus only 4 sectors in 
the first quarter. Furthermore, one can argue that a 
contraction in the government sector is a welcome 
development given the pressure on revenues from an 
excessive wage bill and wasteful expenditure. If one 
excludes agriculture and the impact of the droughts, 
growth would have been marginally positive. but this 
does not detract from the fact that our economy is 

stagnant and unlikely to gain sufficient momentum in 
the near term to address the social challenges that the 
country is facing. 

Unfortunately, our forecasts do not project that our 
growth rate will reach the required 6% to make inroads 
into unemployment. We maintain a very low GDP 
forecast for the remainder of the year, although we do 
see growth for the full year edging into positive territory. 
this is due to the positive impact of the pledged “grants” 
(or loans) from abroad, and some form of local stimulus, 
although there is a huge question mark over how this 
will be funded.  SA is facing a classic “chicken & egg” 
situation: do we stimulate (using loans) and grow, or do 
we “tax” and reduce debt, and then grow.

We, and the rest of the investment community, are 
awaiting the Medium-term budget speech in october to 
get more clarity. In our opinion, Government has very 
little flexibility with regard to both spending and taxes. 
but it can make a big difference by announcing serious 
policy reform to stimulate growth. this is where the hope 
lies. Already there is an indication that they are reviewing 
visa requirements to boost tourism, and trying to fast-
track the finalization of telecoms legislation in an effort 
to license spectrum and bring down data costs. these 
would be a good start, given that they should have been 
finalized years ago. But more needs to be done. Our 
hope is that there will be announcements on Soes as 
well. If that is the case, it may well lay the foundation for 
a much better 2019. If not, we face further stagnation 
until next year’s elections. 

GDP GroWtH by exPenDItUre cAteGory
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Weakness is broad based, with the only respite coming from 
net exports during the quarter.

the South African listed property 
sector has had a torrid 2018. the 
sector’s main benchmark index 
(SAPy) has declined by -24% for 
the year so far. the reasons for 
the drop are numerous, but it all 
started with the resilient debacle 
in January which we have covered 
in a number of earlier publications. 
this set the tone for a relatively vul-
nerable sector where a number of 
companies were trading at exces-
sive premiums to their underlying 

asset value, and which ultimately left little place to hide 
when coupled with negative investor sentiment and a 
very weak local environment. 

This weak local environment is due to a confluence of is-
sues. Predominantly, it all stems from the very low eco-
nomic growth rate in SA over the past few years. (Willie 
touched on this issue in the prior article.). this in turn 
has resulted in high unemployment and thus lower dis-
cretionary spending. the consequence has been lower 
retail sales, which has given landlords little room to ma-
noeuvre in the face of higher vacancies, higher munici-
pal costs and the continued construction of new space. 

A number of companies have reported results in the 
past month, and they affirm the predicament in which 
the sector finds itself. The distribution growth to which 
investors have become accustomed has dropped sig-
nificantly, now averaging around 6% versus double-digit 
growth in prior years. We have also seen vacancies in-
creasing from a number of the higher-profile local opera-

lIsTed prOperTy: 
TreNds frOm 
receNT resUlTs

Roy
Lamb
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tors as would be expected in this trading environment. 
this is reinforced by comments that all sectors of the 
property market are facing an over-supply. this seems 
to be most evident in the office sector and predominantly 
in the Sandton node. 

companies seem to be taking up less space when mov-
ing premises, perhaps driven by the increasing popular-
ity of flexible hours and the trend towards ‘hot-desks’. 
the weak economic situation is also seeing a contrac-
tion in demand for space as companies cut back on staff, 
and rentals are weak as tenants are spoilt for choice 
with excess supply coming on stream.

In the retail sector, edcon is in the process of meaning-
fully reducing their store foot print across the country. In 
addition, Stuttafords closed down mid last year and the 
foreign retailers have slowed their expansion plans due 
to the weaker economy. together, these factors have left 
a number of mall operators with limited options to retain 
rentals, let alone try to push through higher rentals as 
leases expire.  tax, petrol prices, the increase in VAt 
and high levels of unemployment are all mentioned as 
culprits in squeezing the consumer.

the good news is that many locally listed property com-
panies have diversified their revenue stream into geog-
raphies that are showing stronger economic fundamen-
tals and these companies are therefore able to generate 
higher distribution growth. 

In addition, we also have access to pure foreign property 
companies on our exchange giving one an easy option 
to diversify into stronger developed and emerging mar-
kets. We can invest into the Australian market directly 
via the locally listed Investec Australia Property Fund 

or indirectly into Growthpoint Australia through Growth-
point. the central and eastern european (cee) proper-
ty market has a number of routes to entry either through 
nePI-rockcastle, echo Polska or MAS real estate. 
other options include a 50/50 split between the UK and 
France via Hammerson or solely the UK through rDI 
reit or Intu. Finally, there is the 100%-German opera-
tor, Sirius, that has been very successful in the flexible 
office work space. This list is not exhaustive, but the bot-
tom line is that investors are able to invest in alternative 
geographies which are benefitting from stronger global 
growth whilst still giving above inflation (local) hard cur-
rency distribution growth.

geographic profile of the property stocks in which they 
are invested, as those with the best quality properties 
will have that much more bargaining power during these 
difficult times. It has become imperative to have some 
exposure to counters that offer access to faster-growing 
economies, and a degree of protection against a weak 
currency. 

However, an improvement in our own economy would 
be hugely beneficial to quality local companies who 
have been forced to become “lean and mean” over the 
past few years. Stronger growth would quickly manifest 
itself in improving vacancies and higher rentals. Most 
local companies offer an income yield in excess of 9% 
or 10%, which is attractive. now is a good time to buy 
quality assets on the cheap. It is also the reason why we 
tend to have diversified and balanced property portfolios 
for clients – to blend the growth from offshore with the 
high income yield available locally. In this way, we can 
meet income requirements, whilst still growing the in-
come from year to year, and being patient for the better 
times. 

12M GroWtH In DIStrIbUtIonS
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In 1924, a russian entrepreneur by 
the name of George rosenthal ar-
rived in SA and founded Foschini, 
named after an old Italian family 
that he knew! Initially he imported 
women’s clothes from the US and 
in 1941, the company became the 
first clothing retailer to be listed on 
the JSe. Fast-forward to 2018: its 
portfolio has grown to encompass 
28 retail brands across clothing, 
jewellery, homeware & furniture, 
cellphones and cosmetics. there 

are 4,034 outlets across 32 countries spanning five 
continents. the likes of @home, Markhams, American 
Swiss, Sterns, total Sports & Due South also fall un-
der its umbrella as well as newer overseas brands such 
as rAG, Phase eight & Hobbs. Foschini aims to be the 
leading lifestyle retailer in Africa whilst simultaneously 
growing its international footprint. 

Firstly, let’s analyze the geographical breakdown of 
revenues and profits. TFG Africa contributes the lion’s 
share of both revenues and profits - 70% and 83% re-
spectively. this is followed by the UK at 19% & 9% re-
spectively. Australia makes up the balance. Foschini has 
invested r6 billion into acquisitions over the past three 
years in an ambitious diversification drive. SA Retailers 
have had a mixed track record of diversifying overseas, 
with many returning with their tails between their legs. 
but so far, Foschini’s management have executed well 
on its offshore acquisitions and the hard currency earn-
ings are helping to provide a diversified revenue stream 
going forward.

Revenue growth for their last financial year to March 
of 6% in SA was relatively impressive in a competitive 
and tough environment dominated by high levels of 
discounting. Strong cost control helped increase mar-
gins which led to an increase in profit of 6.6%. The 
Group’s revenue is split between credit sales (34% 
of the total) and cash sales (66%). Foschini, along 
with Mr Price and truworths, recently took the na-
tional credit regulator (ncr) to court over the impo-
sition of stringent credit regulations and won, which 
has boosted sentiment in the credit retail sector. the 
ceo said that the recent court ruling on the Afford-
ability regulations signaled an improved outlook for 
the South African credit environment with the negative 
impact now in the base. consequently, the number of 

credit accounts grew 1.1% versus -5.4% in 2017. 

nonetheless, the company is fully aware of the current 
macro environment so new account openings are scru-
tinized and management have retained their strict crite-
ria despite the ncr ruling, to mitigate risks in this weak 
economic environment. SA retail sales data for July 
showed growth of just 1.3% over the same period last 
year, although clothing & footwear (+3%) and household 
furniture (+6.9%) were two of the strongest categories. 
Unfortunately, consumers are likely to remain under pres-
sure for the rest of this year, or until there is a change in 
the economic trajectory. the arrival of overseas retailers 
such as Zara, H&M and cotton-on has been a disrup-
tor for local companies over the past few years but as 
the chart below illustrates, they are not immune to the 
weak economy. Foschini, and others, are now holding 
their own given their ability to respond quickly to global 
fashion trends at an affordable price.

fOschINI GrOUp: 
hOldING ITs OwN

Nick
Rogers

H&M SALeS GroWtH

Sales growth is slowing for global retailers in SA given the 
weak economy and the end of the honeymoon period.
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In the UK, Foschini acquired Phase 
eight in 2015, Whistles in 2016 and 
upmarket women’s retailer Hobbs in 
late 2017. Phase eight operates 157 
stores and 416 concessions in the UK 
and Ireland with a further 22 stores 
and 636 concessions in 18 other 
countries. Hobbs will add 188 stores 
and concessions. A new strategy to 
streamline the UK businesses will be 
the key driver for reducing costs and 
any positive brexIt outcome would 
be favourable to the embattled UK re-
tail sector.

Foschini ventured into Australia 
through the acquisition of that coun-
try’s largest menswear retailer, retail 
Apparel Group (or rAG), for r3 bil-
lion in July 2017. rAG had achieved 
double-digit growth rates since 2010 and management’s 
strategy is to grow the number of stores from 400 to 
around 700 over the next 5 years. Interestingly, while it 
is common knowledge that women are fashion’s biggest 
spenders, menswear is now growing at a faster rate, 
and this trend is forecast to continue for the foreseeable 
future. rAG focuses on menswear in the “mid-to-value 
fashion conscious” segment. Like so many other coun-
tries, this is a profitable niche. They achieved an envi-
able gross margin of 65.5% in their last set of results, 
which has vindicated the acquisition. this year has also 
started on a positive note. Turnover for the first 20 weeks 
of the year is up 15% which is in contrast to David Jones 
(owned by Woolworths) who have struggled Down Un-
der. the Group will also be launching one of their SA 
branded stores in Australia shortly. So far, Australia is 
exceeding management’s expectations. 

the largest upheaval in global retail is the shift from 
shopping at physical stores to online/e-commerce.  Fos-
chini is well placed to capitalize on this growth and re-
cently launched a unique online platform where custom-
ers can shop across all its African brands and only check 
out once with various payment options. In the UK, online 
turnover continued to grow at a fast pace to offset the 
declining footfall in physical outlets. In Australia, the ar-
rival of Amazon has heightened the importance of hav-
ing an e-commerce platform. Australian retail sales grew 
by 2.6% over the past 12 months, and 60% of that was 
from online sales. Foschini has demonstrated its ability 
to effectively compete online, which is reassuring given 
the rapid pace of change. 

one of the most important aspects of fashion retail is 
speed to market – in other words, how quickly you can 

get a new product into the shops. Last December, we 
were invited on a tour of Foschini’s Prestige clothing 
factory & Design centre outside cape town. Assem-
bly time has dropped from 15 days to 4 days since they 
acquired Prestige in 2012, whilst manufacturing costs 
have largely remained unchanged due to the many ef-
ficiencies created and resultant cost savings. Foschini 
produces 6 million garments per year and is judged in-
dependently as matching and often exceeding global 
best practice. A key strategic business objective is to op-
timize its supply chain capabilities to offer customers a 
wider range of in-demand fashion products. the overall 
impact of this quick response capability is a key differ-
entiator for the Group versus its peers, especially in a 
world where fashion changes by the week. the result is 
that the long lead-times using traditional sourcing from 
Asia are kept to a minimum.

In conclusion, our cape town tour was just prior to their 
December sales update and the Anc elective con-
ference, both of which were positive. the share price 
promptly raced to R240 – a gain of 50% over the en-
suing three months. It has since retraced back to the 
mid-r160’s as the economy has faltered and emerging 
markets have fallen out of favour. We feel that Foschini’s 
management are implementing their clear strategy of di-
versification across geographies and products and the 
Group is well placed to benefit from any upturn in all 
the retail environments in which it operates. With the Pe 
ratio now at a reasonable 14.5x, coupled with a dividend 
yield of 4.6%, we feel that the current share price of-
fers investors a good entry at attractive valuations into a 
well- managed business.

Hobbs, the British, affluent-focussed women’s retailer, is now part of Foschini.
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comprehensive vehicle cover is 
obviously the best cover to have for 
your car, because, subject to vari-
ous conditions and your prescribed 
excesses, it covers you for all loss-
es in an accident, for theft, as well 
as for perils such as hail damage 
and fire. But it is also the most ex-
pensive type of cover. Insurers of-
fer lower levels of cover for your car 
to improve affordability – typically, 
these are limited to cover for third 

party, fire and theft, and third-party-only cover.

these types of policies may be attractive to you espe-
cially if a) you have an older, low-value vehicle, and it is 
paid off; and/or b) you don’t drive the car very often or 
very far.

For example, you may be retired with a 10-year-old car 
worth r20 000, and use it only to drive to your near-
est shopping centre a couple of times a week. If you do 
opt for limited cover, however, you need to know exactly 
what is covered and what is not. Importantly, third-party 
cover will protect you financially against the potentially 
crippling costs of causing damage to someone else’s 
vehicle, especially if it is an expensive model.

who is the third party?
the third party in an insurance claim is the person who 
has suffered a loss because of your actions and who 
lodges a claim against you. The first party is you, the 
person insured, and the second party is your insurance 

company, which is responsible for settling the claim. the 
third party is anyone, apart from you, to whom you have 
caused damage. It extends beyond natural persons to 
juristic persons, such as businesses. In vehicle insur-
ance, the third party is most likely to be the driver of the 
other car in an accident that you caused, but it may be 
a retailer, for example, if you drove your car through a 
shop window. Some policies may exclude certain people 
in their definition of third party, such as members of your 
household.

what does it not cover?
third-party insurance does not cover your loss if you 
have an accident. In other words, any damage to your 
own car or other property of yours is not covered, and 
you would have to pay for it out of your own pocket. If 
the accident is not your fault, however, you can claim 
against the other party. often, fault does not lie entirely 
with one party or the other. For example, even though 
fault may lie mostly with you – you reversed out of a 
driveway without looking, for example – the driver who 
crashed into you may also be partly to blame, by not tak-
ing evasive action. the insurer will apply the principles 
of Apportionment of Damages and pay out according to 
these principles. the apportionment of the damages will 
indicate the amount of damages payable in relation to 
the amount of fault which rests on each of the two par-
ties. 

what is the difference between what insurers cover 
and what the road accident fund covers?

the road Accident Fund (rAF) covers your liability in 
the case of a third party being injured – in other words, 
it covers personal injury to the other party, but not dam-
age to material possessions such as his or her car. your 
third-party insurance policy covers you for the other par-
ty’s material damage, but it extends to personal liability 
cover for an event outside South Africa. It will also cover 
you for an “emotional shock” claim against you by a par-
ty, who is not directly involved in the accident, something 
that is not covered by the rAF.

3rd parTy 
INsUraNce: whaT 
yOU Need TO kNOw

Mark
Wheatley

Insurance for your car is not an option but there are choices to be made.
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disclaimer:
the information contained in this newsletter comes from sources believed to be reliable, but Harvard House Investment Management 
(Pty) Ltd , Harvard House Financial Services trust, Harvard House Insurance brokers and Harvard House, chartered Accountants 
(collectively known as the Harvard House Group), do not warrant its completeness or accuracy.  opinions, estimates and assumptions 
constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice.  Past performance is not indicative of future 
results.  this material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Any investor who 
wishes to invest with the company should seek additional advice from an authorized representative of the firm. the company accepts 
no liability whatsoever for any loss or damages whatsoever and howsoever incurred, or suffered, resulting, or arising, from the use of 
this newsletter. the contents of this newsletter does not constitute advice as contemplated in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary 
Services Act (FAIS) of 2002.
 
the Harvard House unit trusts are registered under the boutique collective Investments.  custodian: Standard executors & trustees:  
tel (021) 007-1500.  collective Investments are generally medium to long term investments. the value of participating interests may go 
down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. collective Investments are traded at ruling prices and 
can engage in script lending.  Forward pricing is used. commission and incentives may be paid and if so, are included in the overall cost.  
this fund may be closed to new investors.  collective Investment  prices are calculated on a net Asset Value basis and auditor’s fees, 
bank charges, trustee and rSc levies are levied against the portfolio. the portfolio manager may borrow up to 10% of portfolio nAV to 
bridge insufficient liquidity.   boutique collective Investments is a member of ASISA and is an authorised Financial Services Provider.  
Should you have any further queries or complaints regarding the suite of units trusts offered by the Harvard House Group please 
contact:  boutique collective Investments call centre, tel: (021) 007-1500, email:  clientservices@bcis.co.za.  For your information, the 
FAIS ombudsman provides an independent and objective advisory service.  Should you not be satisfied with the outcome of a complaint 
handled by boutique collective Investments, please write to, the ombudsman, Po box 74571, Lynnwoodridge, 0040.  telephone (012) 
470 9080/99.  Fax (012) 348 3447.  email:  info@faisombud.co.za
 
Harvard House Investment Management (Pty) Ltd*, Licence no: 675   Harvard House Insurance brokers*, License no.  44138 
 
Harvard House Financial Services trust*, Licence no: 7758  * Authorised financial service providers in terms of FAIS (2002)

For more information on the range of products and 
services offered by Harvard House Investment 
Management and its associated companies (including 
Harvard House, chartered Accountants), or for any 
financial advice, please contact the Company at:

harvard hOUse GrOUp
G 3 Harvard Street, Howick, 3290, South Africa

+ P.o. box 235, Howick, 3290, South Africa

( +27 (0) 33 330 2164

7 +27 (0) 33 330 2617

@ admin@hhgroup.co.za
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ContaCt Details:

INsIGhT semINars

It has been a challening year for the local stock market. 
In this edition of our Insight seminar, we will ponder at 
the outlook for 2019 and identify the opportunities and 
the risks investors are facing. 

Please rSVP to clare Mitchell on 033 3302164 or 
clarem@hhgroup.co.za.

NaTal mIdlaNds
topic: the market outlook for 2019
Date: 4th of December 2018
Venue: Fernhill Hotel

Midmar / tweedie  road
(almost opposite entrance to 
Midmar

Morning time: 10am for 10.30am
evening time: 5.30pm for 6pm

JOhaNNesbUrG
topic: n/a
Date: n/a
Venue: n/a
evening time: n/a


